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Palliative treatment of bonemetastasis using radiolabeledbisphospho-
nates is a well-known concept proven to be safe and effective. A new
therapeutic radiopharmaceutical for bone metastasis is 177Lu-DOTA-
zoledronic acid (177Lu-DOTA-ZOL). In this study, the safety and dosim-
etryof a single therapeutic doseof 177Lu-DOTA-ZOLwereevaluatedon
thebasisofaseriesofSPECT/CTimagesandbloodsamples.Methods:
Nine patients with exclusive bone metastases from metastatic
castration-resistant prostate cancer (mCRPC) (70.8 6 8.4 y) and pro-
gression under conventional therapies participated in this prospective
study. After receiving 5,780 6 329 MBq 177Lu-DOTA-ZOL, patients
underwent 3-dimensional whole-body SPECT/CT imaging and venous
bloodsamplingover 7d.Dosimetric evaluationwasperformed formain
organs and tumor lesions. Safety was assessed by blood biomarkers.
Results: 177Lu-DOTA-ZOL showed fast uptake and high retention in
bone lesions and fast clearance from the bloodstream in all patients.
The average retention in tumor lesions was 0.02% injected activity per
gramat 6 h after injection and approximately 0.01%at 170h after injec-
tion. In this cohort, the average absorbed doses in bone tumor lesions,
kidneys, redbonemarrow,andbonesurfaceswere4.21,0.17,0.36,and
1.19 Gy/GBq, respectively. The red marrowwas found to be the dose-
limiting organ for all patients. A median maximum tolerated injected
activity of 6.0 GBq may exceed the defined threshold of 2 Gy for the
red bone marrow in individual patients (4/8). Conclusion: 177Lu-
DOTA-ZOL is safe and has a favorable therapeutic index compared
with other radiopharmaceuticals used in the treatment of osteoblastic
bonemetastases. Personalizeddosimetry, however, shouldbe consid-
ered to avoid severe hematotoxicity for individual patients.
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The development of bone metastasis is a well-known complica-
tion of prostate cancer in advanced stages. The skeletal metastases

often cause severe symptoms reducing the quality of life of the
patients significantly (1). Currently incurable, skeletal metastases
considerably contribute to an increased morbidity and mortality
(2). Nuclear medicine techniques play a key role in the diagnosis,
staging, and treatment of the skeletal metastatic disease.
Compared with most other therapeutic b-emitters, 177Lu has

favorable physical properties (half-life, 6.7 d; maximum b-energy,
497 keV; g-energy, 113 keV [6.4%]; 208 keV [11%]) and proven
clinical therapeutic utility (3,4). Moreover, 177Lu is commercially
available in high specific activities and radionuclide purities. All
in all, 177Lu is suitable for the treatment of small- and medium-
sized tumors and allows for dosimetry and individual treatment plan-
ning using scintigraphic and SPECT imaging.
Bisphosphonates are a well-known group of drugs used for treat-

ment of bone disease. Several studies investigated 177Lu-labeled
bisphosphonates for example, 177Lu-EDTMP (5) or 177Lu-BPAMD
(6). Although 177Lu-EDTMP proved to have high potential for pain
palliation (7–9) as well as favorable radiation dose characteristics
compared with other bone-targeting drugs (10), its 68Ga-analog,
with lower accumulation in bone, is not suitable as a diagnostic
pair (11). In contrast, the DOTA-conjugate BPAMD showed favor-
able results when labeled with 177Lu and 68Ga, enabling individual-
ized patient treatment (12).
Zoledronic acid, a last-generation bisphosphonate, has shown

very high hydroxyapatite affinity and inhibition of the farnesyl
diphosphate synthase (13). These properties render it an ideal
candidate for theranostics, leading to the development of DOTA-
zoledronic acid (DOTA-ZOL). Preclinical and first clinical evalua-
tions revealed its high potential (6,10,14,15). Biodistribution and
skeletal uptake were found to be comparable for the 68Ga- or
177Lu-labeled compounds (10,16,17). Thus, 68Ga-/177Lu-DOTA-
ZOL (or even 225Ac-DOTA-ZOL) provide a set of potential thera-
nostic radiopharmaceuticals, enabling patient-individual dosimetry
and pre- and posttherapeutic evaluation.
In this prospective study, the dosimetry and safety of a single ther-

apeutic dose of 177Lu-DOTA-ZOL were evaluated in patients with
metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer based on a series of
SPECT/CT images and blood samples.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Design and Patients
Study approval was obtained from the regional ethics committee

board (CEC-SSM-Oriente, permit 20170829). All patients gave written
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informed consent, and all reported investigations were conducted in
accordance with the Helsinki Declaration and with local regulations.

Nine male patients (mean age 6 SD, 70.8 6 8.4 y; range, 57–82 y)
were enrolled for 177Lu-DOTA-ZOL therapy. Patients had received sur-
gery, radiotherapy, first- or second-line androgen deprivation therapy, or
chemotherapy as previous treatments and were on palliative treatment
with no other treatment options available at the time of inclusion. The
presence of bone metastasis and absence of visceral metastasis was ver-
ified by 68Ga-PSMA-11 (n 5 2) or 18F-PSMA-1007 (n 5 7) PET/CT
scans within 1 week before therapy. Blood biomarkers (Supplemental
Table 1) were evaluated at the day of treatment (baseline), week 4,
and week 10 after injection (follow-up). 177Lu-DOTA-ZOL was pre-
pared as previously described (15). As an intravenous bolus, 5,780 6

329MBq (range, 5,215–6,380MBq) of 177Lu-DOTA-ZOLwere admin-
istered over 6–10 s followed by a saline flush. One of 9 patients (subject
5) needed to be retrospectively excluded from the dosimetric evaluation
because of corruption of the SPECT data. A detailed description of
radiosynthesis and patient data is given in Supplemental Table 1 (supple-
mental materials are available at http://jnm.snmjournals.org).

SPECT/CT Imaging and Blood Sampling
A series of 3-dimensional SPECT/CT imagingwas performed to eval-

uate organ and tumor dosimetry. For each patient, whole-body SPECT/
CT scans were acquired (3 bed positions from the top of the head to the
upper thighs; 90 projections and 25 s per projection) on a Symbia T2
scanner (Siemens Healthineers) at 1.5 6 0.5, 6 6 1, 24 6 3, 48 6 3
h, and at 7 6 1 d after injection. The scanner was equipped with a
medium-energy low-penetration collimator. Three energy windows
were acquired and used for further processing: a peak window of 20%
width centered around the 208 keV energy peak and 2 adjacent corre-
sponding lower and upper scatter energy windows of 10% width each.
Quantitative reconstruction of the stitched SPECT images was per-
formed using a 3-dimensional ordered-subset expectation maximization
algorithmwith 8 iterations and 9 subsets applying uniformity correction,
CT-based attenuation correction, energy-based scatter correction, and
collimator-detector response modeling.

To yield quantitative images (Bq/mL) a calibration factor was deter-
mined from a phantom experiment using an International Electrotechni-
cal Commission National Electrical Manufacturers Association body
phantom filled with 765 MBq of 177Lu and applied to each patient
SPECT dataset.

In addition, venous blood samples of 4 mL were taken at 56 2, 156
5, 30 6 5 min, 1.5 6 0.5, 6 6 1, 24 6 3, 48 6 3 h, and 7 6 1 d after
injection, and their activity concentrations were measured to estimate
the radiation dose in the red bone marrow.

Dosimetric Analysis
Software. Dosimetric calculations were performed using the

QDOSE dosimetry software suite (ABX-CRO) and OLINDA/EXM
software, version 1.1 (18). Dosimetric calculations for the bone tumor
lesions were performed using the spheric model in IDAC-Dose, version
2.1, which accounts for different tissue types, including cortical
bone (19).

Image Processing. All SPECT scans and the corresponding low-
dose CT images were analyzed with the QDOSE software. The SPECT
images were calibrated by applying the calibration factor determined
during camera setup. Coregistration between images was verified and
manually corrected when necessary.

Source Organs. For dosimetric calculations, the following source
organs were included: kidneys, red marrow, cortical bone mineral sur-
face, trabecular bone mineral surface, urinary bladder content, and
remainder of body. Red marrow activity uptake was estimated from
venous blood sampling.

Tumor Definition. Diagnostic PET/CT images were used to select
tumor lesions of interest and to determine the lesion volume, using a
threshold of 40% of the SUVmax in the PET images (20).

Retrieval of Activity Values and Time–Activity Curves. At each
time point, activity values were retrieved from the SPECT images using
a threshold-based segmentation algorithm for the kidneys (left and
right), urinary bladder content, skeleton (excluding tumor regions),
and total body.Manual adjustment of the volumes of interest was applied
when necessary. The femora were manually excluded from the volumes
of interest for the skeleton. Because the segmented volumes of interest
for the total body and the skeleton did not include the legs, the obtained
activity values for these organs were scaled by a factor of 1.506 (1.5065
1/0.664), representing the legs with 33.6% of the total bone mass (21).

Mean activity concentration values and lesion volumes were used to
determine the tumor activity values as detailed in the supplemental
materials.

The time–activity curves for source organs and tumor lesions were
determined by the activity values and acquisition times of the SPECT
scans.

Time–activity curves for the red marrow were estimated from venous
blood sampling as follows (22):

Aredmarrow MBqð Þ5ACbloodðMBq=mLÞ3RMBLR31;500g
1:05 g

mL
,

where A is activity, AC is activity concentration, and RMBLR is red
marrow-to-blood activity concentration ratio.

Standard values for the red marrow mass (1,500 g) and density (1.05
g/mL)were considered for this estimation. A RMBLR of 1.0was used as
suggested for 177Lu-therapy (23).

Activity Integration and Safety Dosimetry. Organ and tumor lesion
time–activity curves werefitted to a sumof exponential functions, which
were integrated from time 0 to infinity to obtain cumulated activity val-
ues. Normalized cumulated activity values were calculated by dividing
the cumulated activity by the injected activity. Organ normalized cumu-
lated activity values obtained from QDOSE were used for absorbed and
effective dose calculations with OLINDA/EXM, version 1.1 (18). Addi-
tionally, the dose calculator IDAC-Dose 2.1 (19) integrated in QDOSE
was used for bone surface dose calculations.

The total kidney mass (considering both kidneys) was individually
adapted for dose calculations. Kidney volumes were determined on
low-dose CT images, and a kidney mass density of 1.06 g/mL was
assumed.

Because DOTA-ZOL is a bisphosphonate that accumulates in the
bone mineral surface (24), the skeleton cumulated activity was distrib-
uted between the cortical bone mineral surface (80%) and the trabecular
bone mineral surface (20%) (21). Bone surface dose was calculated with
IDAC-Dose 2.1 as a representative for the dose to the whole skeleton. A
total bone mass for the skeleton of 5,500 g was assumed (21). Tumor
masses were also individually considered and assumed to have the
same mass density as cortical bone (1.92 g/mL) (19).

Maximum tolerated adsorbed doses of 2 Gy (redmarrow), 23Gy (kid-
neys), and 10 Gy (bone surfaces) were used to determine the dose-
limiting organ (25–27).

Evaluation of Side Effects and Toxicity
General safety and adverse effects were assessed at 4 and 10 weeks

after injection by blood biomarkers and according to the Common Ter-
minology Criteria for Adverse Events, version 5.0 (28). A detailed list of
biomarkers for inflammation and kidney and liver function is given in the
supplemental materials. Possible hematotoxicity was evaluated by
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hemoglobin, hematocrit, leukocytes, and platelets, considering grades 3
and 4 as severe.

Statistical Analysis
All clinical data between baseline and 10 weeks after injection were

compared using the paired Wilcoxon test. Two-sided P values of less
than 0.05were considered statistically significant. All analyses were per-
formed using Stata software, version 14.

RESULTS

Nine male patients (70.8 6 8.4 y) with metastatic castration-
resistant prostate cancer with exclusive bone metastases were
enrolled for evaluation of safety and dosimetry of a therapeutic
dose of 5,780 6 329 MBq of 177Lu-DOTA-ZOL. One patient was
retrospectively excluded from the dosimetry analysis because of
strong motion artifacts in the SPECT data.

Biodistribution
Representative maximum-intensity projections of whole-body

SPECT images, as well as the mean time–activity curves, are pre-
sented in Figure 1. The time–activity curves were expressed as per-
centage injected activity per gram (%IA/g) and not corrected for
physical decay of the radionuclide.
Red marrow time–activity curves revealed a fast clearance with

low variation within the patient group, with a mean %IA/g of
approximately 1.4 3 10-3 %IA/g at 1.5 h after injection and 9.7 3

1025 %IA/g at 24 h after injection. In contrast, fast uptake and
high retention of 177Lu-DOTA-ZOL was observed in the skeleton,
with a peak uptake of 9.63 1023 6 2.43 1023 %IA/g at 2 h after
injection. Even at 170 h after injection, the activity in the skeleton
was approximately 3.53 10236 1.33 1023 %IA/g. The individual
skeleton time–activity curves presented a similar shape,with a single
exception (patient 9) showing a marked increase between 1.5 and 6
h after injection, The kidney time–activity curves showed a large
variation within the patients, and almost no uptake was observed
for most of them (6/8).
High retention of 177Lu-DOTA-ZOL in the tumor lesions was

found, with a mean %IA/g of 2.1 3 1022 at 6 h after injection and

approximately 1.03 10-2 %IA/g at 170 h after injection. However,
the shape of the time–activity curves varied not only within the
group but also within the same patient, depending on lesion charac-
teristics. Although the highest activity accumulation was found at 6
h after injection formost lesions, for some of them it was either at 1.5
h after injection or at 24 h after injection. As a result, themean SD for
each time point was approximately 50%.
Individual time–activity curves are presented in Supplemental

Figures 1–5.

Safety Dosimetry
Table 1 summarizes the normalized absorbed doses for the organs

at risk, namely red marrow, kidneys, and skeleton (bone surfaces),
and the normalized whole-body effective dose.
The normalized absorbed doses ranged from 0.206 to 0.564 Gy/

GBq for the red marrow, from 0.053 to 0.691 Gy/GBq for the kid-
neys, and from 0.635 to 1.980 Gy/GBq for bone surfaces. The nor-
malized effective doses ranged from 0.095 to 0.216 mSv/MBq. The
kidneys showed a much lower normalized absorbed dose than did
the red marrow and the bone surfaces, except for 2 patients, patients
8 and 9, who presented an elevated kidney uptake.
Assuming a maximum tolerated dose of 2, 23, and 10 Gy for the

red marrow, kidneys, and bone surfaces, respectively, the red mar-
row was the dose-limiting organ for all patients. The maximum
safely injectable activity (i.e., activity leading to a dose that did
not surpass any of the defined maximum tolerated doses) ranged
from 3.5 to 9.7 GBq, with a median of 6.0 GBq.

Tumor Dosimetry
The tumormasses determined from the segmented lesion volumes

and an assumed density of 1.92 g/mL are presented in detail in Sup-
plemental Table 2. The normalized absorbed doses for the tumor
lesions are displayed in Table 2.
The normalized absorbed doses for the tumor lesions ranged from

0.92 to 11.26 Gy/GBq. The mean absorbed tumor dose per patient
ranged from 2.61 to 7.99 Gy/GBq. The overall variability (�55%)
is acceptable because of the diversity of the lesions (different
patients, locations, and sizes).
Therapeutic indices were calculated for the red marrow and bone

surfaces as the ratio between the mean
absorbed dose for the tumor lesions of
each patient and the absorbed doses for these
organs. Because of the observed low doses,
the kidneys were not considered in these cal-
culations. A detailed table with the therapeu-
tic index values is provided (Supplemental
Table 3). Therapeutic indices ranged from
5.0 to 30.6 when considering the redmarrow
and from 1.4 to 9.9 when considering the
bone surfaces.
Furthermore, dosimetric calculations not

considering the skeleton (cortical bone min-
eral surface and trabecular bone mineral sur-
face) as a source organ were performed for
comparison. These results revealed that
approximately 70% of the red marrow dose
was produced by cross-irradiation from the
accumulated activity in the skeleton.

Evaluation of Safety and Adverse Events
The treatment had no statistically signifi-

cant effect on lactate dehydrogenase,

FIGURE 1. (A) Maximum-intensity projections of PET/CT scan and of whole-body SPECT images at
90 min, 6 h, 24 h, 48 h, and 7 d after injection for representative patient (patient 6). (B) Time–activity
curves (TACs) for red marrow, kidneys, skeleton, and tumor lesions.
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alkaline phosphatase, creatinine, hemoglobin, or hematocrit levels at
any follow-up visit. A significant reduction was observed for leuko-
cytes after 4 and 10 weeks after injection and for platelets after 4
weeks after injection (P , 0.05). Nevertheless, the initial effect on
leukocytes and platelets was transitory, and patients showed recov-
ery from weeks 4 to 10. We observed grade 3 anemia in 3 of 9
patients (1 already had grade 3 anemia previously; 2 had grade 2)
and grade 3 leukopenia in 1 of 9 patients (from grade 1 previously).
Further, no patient experienced relevant xerostomia, fatigue, nausea,
loss of appetite, nephrotoxicity, or hepatotoxicity.

DISCUSSION

Dosimetry and safety evaluations of 177Lu-DOTA-ZOLwere per-
formed for 9 patients with metastatic castration-resistant prostate
cancer.
For all patients, the red marrow was the dose-limiting organ,

allowing maximum injected activities of 3.5–9.7 GBq. Overall, a
median injected activity of 6 GBq was calculated as the maximum
activity tolerated without exceeding the defined threshold of 2 Gy
for the red marrow. However, administration of 6 GBq of 177Lu-
DOTA-ZOL may lead to red marrow doses of 3 Gy or higher in
some patients. Because absorbed doses higher than 3 Gy have
been associated with more severe side effects (29), a more

conservative treatment administering only 3.5 GBq may guarantee
that a redmarrow dose of 2 Gy is not exceeded in any of the patients.
Here, a conservative RMBLR value of 1.0 was applied as suggested
for 177Lu-based peptide receptor radionuclide therapy (30). The con-
tribution of red marrow activity to the normalized dose is approxi-
mately 30%; therefore, a RMBLR value of 0.36, as used in other
studies (31), would have resulted in an approximately 19% lower
absorbed doses. In addition, the presented results are based on calcu-
lations using the widely accepted OLINDA/EXM 1.1, which makes
specific assumptions for red marrow dose calculations (30). Results
calculated with IDAC-Dose 2.1 and IDAC-Dose 1.0 would have
been 12% and 65% higher, respectively. Thus, the use of different
dose calculators or different assumptions can potentially lead to dif-
ferent results. Furthermore, tumor uptakewas excluded from general
bone uptake, but depending on their location, bone lesions may also
contribute to the red marrow dose, which could have been underes-
timated in this study.When including the tumor activity as part of the
bone activity, the red marrow dose was 8% to 33% higher (median,
19% higher). Certainly, to achieve optimal results and to avoid
severe side effects, treatment with 177Lu-DOTA-ZOL should be
carefully planned andmonitored in a personalized approach in terms
of injected activity and number of cycles.
In contrast, the kidneys, because of their low uptake and fast clear-

ance, do not pose a limitation. With a kidney dose threshold of 23
Gy, the maximum tolerated injected activi-
ties ranged from 33.3 to 431.5 GBq.
The tolerable dose limit for the skeleton,

10 Gy, may have a high uncertainty because
it was determined in a retrospective study
without dosimetry (25) and after radiation
exposure from a combination of 226Ra
(a-emitter) and 228Ra (b2-emitter) (26).
Additionally, other authors have suggested
different dose thresholds for certain parts
of the skeleton (32).
A previous safety dosimetry evaluation

for 177Lu-DOTA-ZOL by Khawar et al.
FIGURE3. Survey of adverse events according toCommonTerminologyCriteria for Adverse Events,
version 5.0 (28), for 8 of 9 patients before (basal) and 10 weeks after (follow-up) treatment.

FIGURE2. Selected biomarkers at baseline, 4weeks, and 10weeks after injection. Gray areas represent normal values. *P,0.05; point at base-
line PSA represents outlier (patient 4). ALP 5 alkaline phosphatase; LDH 5 lactate dehydrogenase; PSA 5 prostate-specific antigen.
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(15) reported absorbed doses to the red marrow, kidneys, and oste-
ogenic cells that were 30% higher (mean, 0.461 vs. 0.355 mGy/
MBq), 185% higher (mean, 0.490 vs. 0.172 mGy/MBq), and 35%
lower (mean, 3.30 vs. 5.14 mGy/MBq), respectively, than the values
found in this work. Differences in absorbed doses to redmarrow and
osteogenic cells can be expected because of different assumptions in
bone activity calculation. More importantly, the current study used
3-dimensional SPECT imaging whereas the dosimetry evaluation
by Khawar et al. was based on planar imaging (15). In particular,
for bone-seeking agents, SPECT-based dosimetry has the advantage
that the organs and structures of interest can be accurately segmented
without including activity from overlapping structures. This advan-
tage also enabled tumor dosimetry, which had not been performed
previously for 177Lu-DOTA-ZOL.
In Table 3, 177Lu-DOTA-ZOL is directly compared with other

therapeutic radiopharmaceuticals for bone palliation.
Although a direct comparison of multiple radiopharmaceuticals is

challenging because of the different methodologies, 177Lu-DOTA-
ZOLmay have a more favorable therapeutic index than the other radio-
pharmaceuticals (Table 3). Furthermore, 177Lu-DOTA-ZOL shows the
second highest tumor-to-bone surface dose ratio after 89SrCl2.

Accordingly, it can be assumed that 177Lu-DOTA-ZOL may lead to
fewer bone-related side effects than comparable therapies.
Although the methods applied to define the tumor volumes and

activities may lead to additional uncertainties, the obtained tumor
doses for 177Lu-DOTA-ZOL are in the same range as published
data for other b2-emitters (except for 89SrCl2) (Table 3).

CONCLUSION

Palliative treatment of bone metastasis using radiolabeled
bisphosphonates is proven to be safe and effective. 177Lu-DOTA-
ZOL is a new theranostic radiotracer for this indicationwith favorable
pharmacokinetics. In this study, we evaluated the safety and dosime-
try of a single therapeutic dose of 177Lu DOTA-ZOL, which showed
high uptake and retention in bone lesions. Although 177Lu-DOTA-
ZOL therapywaswell tolerated and had no observable severe adverse
events, the injected activities and the number of administered cycles
need to be carefully determined for each patient to avoid severe hem-
atotoxicity. The obtained results and the observed favorable therapeu-
tic index, comparedwith established bone-targeting agents, underline
the clinical potential and benefit of 177LuDOTA-ZOL for therapy for
patients with metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer.
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KEY POINTS

QUESTION: What is the maximum tolerated injected activity of
177Lu-DOTA-ZOL for the dose-limiting organ?

PERTINENT FINDINGS: For all patients treated, the red marrow
was the dose-limiting organ, with amedian injected activity of 6 GBq
calculated as the maximum activity tolerated.

IMPLICATIONS FORPATIENTCARE: The results of this study and
the favorable therapeutic index as comparedwith established bone-
targeting agents underline the clinical potential of 177Lu-DOTA-ZOL
and its benefit for treatment of patients with metastatic castration-
resistant prostate cancer.

TABLE 1
Normalized Absorbed Doses for Organs at Risk (Gy/GBq) and Normalized Effective Dose (mSv/MBq)

Organ Patient no. Median Mean SD

1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9

Red marrow 0.326 0.346 0.564 0.499 0.301 0.206 0.226 0.375 0.336 0.355 0.116

Kidneys 0.063 0.097 0.054 0.053 0.078 0.094 0.250 0.691 0.086 0.172 0.205

Bone surfaces 1.080 1.180 1.980 1.780 1.040 0.635 0.641 1.220 1.130 1.195 0.450

Effective dose 0.143 0.130 0.216 0.177 0.109 0.095 0.106 0.158 0.137 0.142 0.038

Maximum tolerated injected activity (GBq) 6.1 5.8 3.5 4.0 6.6 9.7 8.8 5.3 6.0 6.3 2.0

Dose-limiting organ is red marrow.

TABLE 2
Normalized Tumor Doses (Gy/GBq)

Lesion Patient no.

1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9

1 5.02 5.15 3.63 2.85 2.03 8.05 6.13 7.94

2 2.37 3.70 3.00 3.86 2.52 8.94 3.44 11.26*

3 5.37 1.72 1.65 2.25 2.79 3.69 1.17 9.27

4 6.98 0.92 1.66 5.91 3.54 6.57 3.26 3.51

5 2.53 1.56 4.10 4.39 4.36 4.26 2.84 NA

Median 5.02 1.72 3.00 3.86 2.79 6.57 3.26 8.60

Mean 4.45 2.61 2.81 3.85 3.05 6.30 3.37 7.99

SD 1.77 1.57 1.00 1.27 0.82 2.05 1.60 2.85

*Dose calculated with SPECT activity threshold of 82% SUVmax

and volume determined with threshold of 50% SUVmax showed very
large difference from dose calculated with volume determined in
pretherapeutic PET image.

For patient 9, only 4 lesions were defined. Overall tumor statistics
were a median of 3.63, a mean of 4.21, and an SD of 2.40.
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